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KE KAILANI DEVELOPMENT LLC AND MICHAEL J. FUCHS' MOTION
BASED UPON NEWLY DISCOVERED EVIDENCE TO DISQUALIFY THE
HONORABLE BERT I. AYABE FROM ALL PROCEEDINGS IN CIVIL NO.

11-1-1577-07, AND THEREBY PURSUANT TO HRCP RULE 60(b) TO
SET ASIDE ALL ORDERS AND ALL JUDGMENTS ENTERED BY

DISQUALIFIED JUDGE BERT I. AYABE IN THIS ACTION

COME NOW Ke Kailani Development and Michael J. Fuchs, aggrieved parties

herein, by and through their undersigned counsel, and hereby move to disqualify the

Honorable Bert I. Ayabe from all proceedings in this case and for the above HRCP Rule

60(b) relief in both this action and simultaneously in related Civil No. 09-1-2523-10, as

follows:

1. The accompanying Declaration of Michael J. Fuchs sets forth the Hawaii

statutory and federal and state due process grounds upon which disqualification is both

requested and required of the Honorable Bert I. Ayabe from all proceedings in this

case, centering upon the objective appearance of bias, prejudice, and impropriety were

the Honorable Bert I. Ayabe to continue to preside in this case, due to the facts and

circumstances set forth herein.

2. Disqualification is being sought pursuant to Section 607-1(b) of the Hawaii

Revised Statutes (Exhibit 1) and Rule 1.2, Rule 2.9, Rule 2.11, and Rule 4.1 of the

Hawaii Revised Code of Judicial Conduct (Exhibit 2) (both Exhibits yellow-highlighted

for the convenience of the Court), necessary not only for the protection of the moving

parties, Ke Kailani Development and Michael J. Fuchs, and their substantive rights, but

to avoid injury to the integrity of the judicial system itself, State v. Gomes, 93 Haw. 13,

19, 995 P.2d 314 (2000).

3. The statutory test for disqualification based upon the appearance of bias,

prejudice, and/or impropriety assumes the viewpoint of a reasonable onlooker, rather

than the subjective belief of the judge himself or herself, State v. Ross, 89 Haw. 371,

377, 974 P.2d 11 (1998).
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4. The applicable Rules of the Hawaii Revised Code of Judicial Conduct are

even more demanding than is HRS Section 607-1 (b), as Hawaii judges, according to

the Hawaii Supreme Court, are required to avoid even the appearance of impropriety

and should disqualify themselves in proceedings in which their impartiality might

reasonably be questioned, Application of Ferguson, 74 Haw. 394, 407-408, 846 P.2d

894 (1993) ("sanctions for a transgression of this obligation would be severe"); see also

more recently, In re Estate of Damon, 119 Haw. 500, 508, 199 P.3d 89 (2008) ("justice

can 'perform its high function in the best way [only if it satisfies] "the appearance of

justice''''') (citations omitted).

5. Additionally and constitutionally, in every case, criminal or civil, "due process

requires an impartial tribunal" as parties are obviously entitled to "the cold neutrality of

an impartial judge," which presents no burden for the First Circuit Court alternatively to

provide another presiding judge, being a multi-judge bench, Peters v. Jamieson, 48

Haw. 247, 255, 262,387 P.2d 575 (1964).

6. The appearance of impropriety alone is thus held in and of itself sufficient to

require a judge's disqualification "even absent bias in fact," Jon v. Schmidt, 117 Haw.

477,484, 184 P.3d 792 (2008).

7. As a practical evidentiary matter, even a judge bending over backwards to be

fair in such situations would be conflicted, being required to make credibility

assessments concerning the conduct and testimony, for instance, of representatives of

entities in which he has an economic interest or pertaining to his friends, In re Conduct

of Jordan, 290 Or. 669, 624 P.2d 1074 (1981) ("we believe that under these facts the

impartiality of Judge Jordan 'might reasonably be questioned' ... inclined to believe the

testimony offered by or on behalf of the defendant").

8. Once the court is presented, pursuant to HRS Section 601-7(b) or the Revised

Canons of Judicial Conduct, with an affidavit of disqualification (or a declaration
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pursuant to Rule 7(g) of the Rules of the Circuit Courts of the State of Hawaii), the facts

set forth therein must be accepted "as true," Schutter v. Soong, 76 Haw. 187, 205, 873

P.2d 66 (1994).

9. Finally, an affidavit of disqualification is timely when made "as soon as the

disqualifying facts become known," In re Estate of Damon, 119 Haw. 500, 511, 199

P.3d 89 (2008).

10. Moreover, such an affidavit of disqualification is considered timely where oral

notice is first given with "an intention [later] to file an affidavit of disqualification," State

v. Mata, 71 Haw. 319, 323, 789 P.2d 1122 (1990), which was the procedure followed

here with notice first given in writing to the Honorable Bert I. Ayabe.

11. Additional precedent supporting disqualification and Rule 60(b) relief setting

aside all orders and judgments entered by a disqualified judge, upon which this Motion

is based, is set forth in the accompanying Memorandum in Support of Disqualification,

the additional authorities therein in support of disqualification incorporated herein by

this reference.

DATED: Honolulu, Hawaii; June 12, 2012.

~&.~-GARYViCOR DUBIN
FREDERICK J. ARENSMEYER
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
Ke Kailani Development LLC
and Michael J. Fuchs
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE FIRST CIRCUIT

STATE OF HAWAII

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION

Plaintiffs,

Defendants.

vs.

KE KAILANI DEVELOPMENT LLC, a
Hawaii limited liability company; and
MICHAEL J. FUCHS,

KE KAILANI PARTNERS LLC, a Hawaii
limited liability company, HAWAII
RENAISSANCE BUILDERS LLC, a
Delaware limited liability company
registered in Hawaii; BAYS DEAVER
LUNG ROSE & HOLMA, a Hawaii law
partnership, GEORGE VAN BUREN,
solely in his capacity as Foreclosure
Commissioner; JOHN DOES 1-50; JANE
DOES 1-50; DOE PARTNERSHIPS 1-50;
DOE CORPORATIONS 1-50; DOE
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANIES 1-50;
DOE ENTITIES 1-50; AND DOE
GOVERNMENTAL UNITS 1-50,

) CIVIL NO. 11-1-1577-07 BIA
)
)
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)
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--------------)

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION

I. Standards of Ethical Review

Hawaii has adopted a two-level approach to regulating the qualification of judges

to preside over cases in which they have a financial interest in the stock of a party

before them.

A. Section 601-7 of the Hawaii Revised Statutes and Stock Holdings

First, Section 601-7(a)(1) of the Hawaii Revised Statutes, set forth in Exhibit 1,

requires that judges shall be disqualified in any case in which a judge has "more than a

de minimis pecuniary interest," de minimis being undefined in the statute.



B. Hawaii Revised Code of Judicial Conduct and Stock Holdings

Second, Rule 2.11 (a)(2)(C) and 2.11 (a)(3) of the Hawaii Revised Code of

Judicial Conduct, set forth in Exhibit 2, requires that judges shall be disqualified in

situations that create the appearance of impropriety, a broader ethical standard,

including but not limited to where a judge or a family member "has more than a de

minimis interest that could be substantially affected by the proceeding" and an

"economic interest in the subject matter," de minimis being defined in the preface as "an

insignificant interest that could not raise a reasonable question regarding the judge's

impartiality, and economic interest being defined in the preface as "ownership of more

than a de minimis legal or equitable interest" therein."

C. Appearance of Impropriety Versus the De Minimis Defense

While federal courts and other state courts whose jurisdictions have adopted

somewhat identical ethical requirements have disqualified judges based on the

objective appearance of impropriety as necessary to maintain the integrity and public

confidence in the judicial system, notwithstanding, for instance, a judge possessing

even one share of stock in a corporate party, Hawaii has yet to interpret what "de

minimis" means in this State in connection with the appearance of impropriety or why

the ethical result should be any different here than in the federal system and in those

States with an identical Code of Judicial Conduct.

II. Factual Background

A. Newly Discovered Evidence of Disqualification Based on Stock Holdings

It is not the practice thankfully of Hawaii lawyers to investigate the stock holdings

of our Circuit Court judges. It was not until May 10, 2012 that the Internet media brought
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the undersigned information in conjunction with an intended story on judicial corruption

in Hawaii foreclosure cases that the Honorable Bert I. Ayabe owned between $25,000

and $50,000 worth of stock in the Bank of Hawaii, a central party in both Civil No. 09-1

2523-10 and in Civil No. 11-1-1577-07, as revealed in Judge Ayabe's April 25,2011

Supreme Court of Hawaii Certified Financial Statement.

Convincing those from the Internet media to delay reporting at least with respect

to any story concerning Judge Ayabe until the matter could be investigated, the

undersigned at the instructions of concerned clients, immediately wrote Judge Ayabe by

letter dated May 11, 2012, set forth in Exhibit "A", informing Judge Ayabe of the

circumstances that had not been previously disclosed by him, requesting a status

conference to discuss the matter.

B. Judge Ayabe's Response

On May 14, 2012, Judge Ayabe notified counsel by facsimile that he would be

holding a status conference on May 17, 2012, as shown in Exhibit "B", the official

transcript of which is set forth in Exhibit "C".

At the start of the status conference, Judge Ayabe acknowledged that he

considered the allegations "serious" (page 3, line 5), and explained that the Bank of

Hawaii stock has been in a custodial account since 1995, purchased for $10,102.67,

believed now to be 600 shares worth $29,334, with his Wife now serving as the account

fiduciary (page 3, lines 8-19).

Nevertheless, Judge Ayabe refused to answer any questions from counsel page

5, lines 5-6) or to disqualify himself (page 5, lines 2-4), making the following statements

for the record:
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1. Judge Ayabe acknowledged that in the federal judicial system "if a judge owns

just one share of stock" a jUdge would be disqualified, but that the ethical rule in Hawaii

is different for two reasons:

a. "the federal statute does not apply to a situation where the stock belongs to a

judge's adult child," and

b. Hawaii instead has "adopted a de minimis standard" (page 4, lines 3-14).

2. Judge Ayabe appeared to be relying upon the ethical advice of and clearance

by the Hawaii Commission on Judicial Conduct, explaining that he "had already

reported this matter to the Commission on Judicial Conduct" (page 4, lines 14-16).

3. Judge Ayabe concluded that 600 shares of Bank of Hawaii stock "is a de

minimis amount and does not unreasonably impair this Court's ability to remain

impartial," and "believes it has been fair and impartial throughout this case and feels

that it can remain to do so throughout the remainder of this case (page 4, lines 20-25

through page 5, line 1).

4. Judge Ayabe applied a subject test of appearances of impropriety, concluding

that in his opinion he could decide fairly notwithstanding family ownership of Bank of

Hawaii stock (page 4, lines 24-25 through page 5, line 1).

At the conclusion of the status conference, as Judge Ayabe abruptly left the

courtroom, the undersigned speaking to the court reporter explained that "for the record

I have to file a motion, and he can deny it" formally (page 5, lines 7-8).

C. Counsel's Judicial Conduct Commission Correspondence

Judge Ayabe's statements above, for the reasons and based upon the authorities

set forth herein, gave the appearance that he had been misinformed by the wrong
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advice given to him by the Commission: (1) since federal law does not exempt the stock

holdings of a judge's immediate family members or their fiduciary holdings, (2) since

States that have adopted the same Model Code of Judicial Conduct as Hawaii have

nevertheless held that the de minimis language found in Rule 2.11 is trumped by the

appearance of impropriety standard under which it is subsumed as but one example,

and (3) since the test is not whether a judge himself or herself believes that he can be

impartial, but is controlled instead by the objective state of mind of a reasonable person

appearing before him.

As a result, the undersigned wrote the Commission on May 18, 2012, as set forth

in Exhibit "0", questioning its erroneous advice to Judge Ayabe as not only unfair to my

clients, but to Judge Ayabe, opposing parties, and the Bank of Hawaii as well, what

were otherwise to become the source of unwanted Internet media adverse publicity.

Attached to that May 18, 2012 letter was a report from banking expert, William

Sarsfield, set forth in Exhibit "E", concluding that there was, for instance, nothing de

minimis at all about the potential effect of the outcome of both cases upon the market

value of the stock of the Bank of Hawaii held by Judge Ayabe ("it is my opinion that a

serious asset problem of the same magnitude at Bank of Hawaii [as had recently

happened to JP Morgan Chase's stock] would also result in a dramatic drop in the price

of the [Bank of Hawaii] stock, thereby impacting the holders thereof [depending on the

outcome in Civil No. 09-1-2523-10]" (page 4).

By letter dated May 25, 2012, the Commission responded, as set forth in Exhibit

"F", stating that the "function of the Commission is to assist judges with advisory

opinions and to afford judges an opportunity to discuss issues related to judicial conduct
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for guidance," pursuant to Rule 8.15 of the Rules of the Supreme Court ("Advisory

Opinions").

In effect, such ex parte communications from the Commission forming the basis

of Judge Ayabe's decision, on the other hand, squarely violated Rule 2.9(a) of the

Hawaii Revised Code of Judicial Conduct, further aggravating the ethical problems in

this case, Rule 2.9(a) requiring to the contrary that "a judge shall not initiate, permit, or

consider ex parte communications, or consider other communications made to the

judge outside the presence of the parties or their lawyers, concerning a pending or

impending matter" (no listed exceptions applicable here as there was no disclosure of

the content of the communications from the Commission whatsoever by Judge Ayabe or

the Commission).

The undersigned responded to the Commission, by letter dated May 29, 2012,

set forth in Exhibit "G", objecting to such erroneous ex parte advice and in effect

interference with pending court proceedings, requesting full disclosure to the parties;

and again on June 1, 2012 wrote the Commission, as set forth in Exhibit "H",

responding to two letters thereafter sent to the Commission by opposing counsel

attempting to support the Commission by falsely claiming that the Bank of Hawaii was

not even a party to the proceedings being challenged, when in fact it was a central party

in both Civil No. 09-1-2523-10 and Civil No. 11-1-1577-07, as outlined therein.

D. First Attempt To Disqualify Judge Ayabe Based on Party Friendships

This is not the first time in this case that Judge Ayabe evidenced an appearance

of impropriety and was requested to recuse himself.
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On December 20, 2011, Ke Kailani Development LLC and Mr. Fuchs' early

motions in both cases to disqualify Judge Ayabe were heard, the official transcript of

which is set forth in Exhibit "I" (relevant portions yellow-highlighted), with Mr. Fuchs

complaining that he did not believe he could objectively get a fair hearing before Judge

Ayabe (page 13, lines 13-15), at which time Judge Ayabe refused to disqualify himself

despite acknowledging:

1. that Judge Ayabe "supported Ed Case" in his political campaigns and "went to

a Ed Case fund-raiser once" (page 10, lines 18-19) and "is a classmate and I supported

him in the past in his political campaign" (page 23, lines 16-17) and "I would consider Ed

Case and Crystal Rose [his law partner] to be friends (page 23, lines 19-20) - even

though Ed Case's law firm is a Defendant in Civil No. 11-1-1577-10 being sued for fraud

for approximately $21,600,000 in indemnification; and

2. that Judge Ayabe's Wife, Gail Otsuka Ayabe, who has for some time been

affiliated with the Mauna Lani Resort Development as its attorney with the Goodsill Law

Firm, while one or more of the Mauna Lani Associations are named Defendants in Civil

No. 09-1-2523-10, worked for the original developer of the predecessor Ke Kailani

Project and gave past legal advice to and was a friend of the Director of one of the

Associations that sued Ke Kailani Development LLC (page 22, lines 4-9) - even though

that Association was an adverse party in Civil No. 09-1-2523 suing Ke Kailani

Development LLC.

E. The Bank of Hawaii As Principal Party in Both Actions

The Bank of Hawaii was the principal and only Plaintiff in the foreclosure action, Civil

No. 09-1-2523-10, when it began and when summary judgment for foreclosure was entered,
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which was at a time that Judge Ayabe owned stock in the Bank of Hawaii and did not

disclose that stock holding to counsel in the case.

Later, Ke Kailani Partners LLC substituted in Civil No. 09-1-2523-10 for the Bank of

Hawaii. KKP filed a motion for substitution as a nonhearing motion which was abruptly and

prematurely granted by Judge Ayabe in violation of court rules which required that any such

motion for substitution be calendared and heard as a hearing motion.

Meanwhile, the Bank of Hawaii was originally sued in Civil No. 11-1-1577-07 as a

principal defendant, at which time Judge Ayabe also was required ethically to disclose his

stock in the Bank of Hawaii, but did not, yet he went ahead to dismiss the complaint against

the Bank of Hawaii nevertheless, which dismissal has been appealed and is not final.

F. The Ke Kailani Project Relevant Background Summary

The Ke Kailani Subdivision is a spectacular, upscale, gated, luxury, large-lot

single family and condo-villa vast ocean-front development in the Mauna Lani Resort

Area in Kona, 97% or more completed, considered one of the finest such resort

developments not only in Hawaii, but throughout the United States if not the world.

Ke Kailani encompasses 65.526 acres featuring an irregular, long narrow shape

and mostly level topography, located at Ke Kailani Drive and Hana Pono Loop off the

ocean between Honokaope Bay to the north and Waialua Bay to the south, along the

southern boundary of the Mauna Lani Resort, in the South Kohala District, on the Island

and County of Hawaii, State of Hawaii, a gated community consisting of a combination

of thirty-nine lots ("Estate Lots"), one of which is presently divided into luxury

condominiums ("Villas"), presently twelve in number.
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Ke Kailani was the idea of Mr. Fuchs, the founder of Home Box Office, who

falling in love with Hawaii and particularly the Big Island, intending to live there, invested

nearly $100,000,000 in the project, using only the very finest materials and

workmanship, seeking with personal pride to make a major contribution to our State.

Ke Kailani Development LLC is Michael Fuchs' wholly owned limited liability

operating company, developing and marketing the property, the project having been

funded by a consortium of local banks headed by the Bank of Hawaii, with Central

Pacific Bank and Finance Factors together as majority participants.

Mr. Fuchs' role in the company has been a passive one, hiring a team of

outstanding local and national development professionals who have done a masterful

job at Ke Kailani.

G. The Underlying Central Mortgage Dispute with the Bank of Hawaii

Mr. Fuchs was able to payoff the majority of the bank debt, which he guarantied,

but the slowdown in the economy delayed the sale of lots and condo-villas. More

importantly, as the remainder of the bank loans matured, and due to a tightening of

federal reserve lending requirements, such remaining multi-million dollar ($28,000,000)

commercial loans could not be refinanced nationwide no matter how outstanding

projects were or the creditworthiness of borrowers.

Mr. Fuchs was therefore forced to try to sell the property in a very poor

residential market, especially on the Big Island. There was nothing wrong with the

project, just a problem with the economy.

After showing some initial, appreciated understanding and patience, Bank of

Hawaii filed for foreclosure, the company defending, asking the state court for time to
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take discovery following receipt of information suggesting interference by the banks in

the company's attempts to sell the property, done in favor of other bank clients

reportedly desirous of obtaining the company's real property, but time to take needed

discovery was denied by Judge Ayabe and a summary foreclosure judgment entered.

The company proceeded to seek an amicable resolution and hired a talented

negotiator, who convinced the banks to sell the promissory notes for the attractively

discounted price of $17,500,000 in partial consideration for the company offering to drop

its appeal, and since one of the participating banks was in trouble with the FDIC

needing to liquidate its nonperforming loans, and agreement was reached furthermore

to release the guaranties.

H. Mr. Ed Case's Law Firm Procured the Hunt Group from Texas

The company then negotiated with the Hunt Group in Texas through one of

Hunt's companies, Hawaii Renaissance Builders LLC who solicited the company at the

suggestion of Mr. Ed Case's law firm, then attorneys for Ke Kailani Development LLC

and Mr. Fuchs, to buy the property, release the guaranties, and payoff all of the

company's other, unsecured debts of approximately $1,500,000, which brought the out

of-pocket cost of the purchase for the Hunt Group to approximately $17,500,000, but

the transaction aborted, with Mr. Ed Case fraudulently inducing the Bank of Hawaii to let

his client, the Hunt Group, steal the property for itself, paying the local banks

$17,500,000, closing with the banks while taking for itself an assignment of the

guaranties nevertheless and threatening the company with foreclosure and Mr. Fuchs

and his company with a large deficiency judgment of approximately $21,600,000 since
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having the promissory notes, and the Hunt Group then assigned the promissory notes

to a new Hunt LLC called Ke Kailani Partners LLC.

A complete summary of what occurred is contained in the First Amended

Complaint in Civil No. 11-1-1577-10, set forth in Exhibit "J", in corporate herein by this

reference.

I. Mr. Ed Case In Effect Admits Wrongdoing at His Recent Oral Deposition

At first Judge Ayabe unfairly refused to allow Ke Kailani Development LLC and

Mr. Fuchs any discovery whatsoever in Civil No. 09-1-2523-10 and any discovery

whatsoever in Civil No. 11-1-1577-07 before granting summary judgment in the first

case although failing to disclose any ownership of Bank of Hawaii stock, and thereafter

before dismissing claims, including claims against the Bank of Hawaii in the second

case also failing to disclose any ownership of Bank of Hawaii stock.

When Mr. Fuchs finally had the opportunity to take one deposition after his first

motion to disqualify Judge Ayabe for his friendly association with Mr. Ed Case had been

denied, the oral deposition of Mr. Ed Case was finally able to be taken, the official

transcript of which is set forth in Exhibit "K" (relevant portions yellow-highlighted), and

his sworn testimony contradicted virtually all of Judge Ayabe's prior rulings in both

cases, causing pending motions for reconsideration to be filed by Ke Kailani

Development LLC and Mr. Fuchs, which are presently pending, revealing under oath

the truth, that Mr. Ed Case was the principal perpetrator of the fraud waged against Ke

Kailani Development LLC and Mr. Fuchs.

J. Mr. Ed Case's Many Recent Relevant Admissions Against Interest

At his oral deposition, Mr. Ed Case specifically admitted:
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1. the Bank of Hawaii ("BOH") required that Ke Kailani Development LLC and Mr.

Fuchs sign the note and mortgage buyout agreement with BOH or BOH would not have

gone through with the buyout transaction and HRB would not have been able without

their agreement to purchase the notes and mortgages. In that way the two agreements

were directly linked (pages 30-32), a pivotal factual issue that Judge Ayabe throughout

earlier has denied;

2. the joint closing date was extended to November 30, 2010 (page 34);

3. a cashier's check, Mr. Ed Case admitted, would take a day or two to clear and

thus a money wire from a back-to-back New York-to-Honolulu escrow would actually

have been a faster means of payment than a cashier's check that was stated in the

Hunt Group agreement with Ke Kailani Development LLC and Mr. Fuchs and which was

a permitted alternative (pages 40-42);

4. at least eight days before the closing scheduled for November 30, 2010 and

before Ke Kailani Development LLC and Mr. Fuchs could perform, Mr. Ed Case behind

their back intentionally went to BOH and told BOH that the Hunt Group would not close

and instead negotiated and had the Hunt Group enter into a new buyout agreement with

BOH, but this time the buyout agreement he negotiated provided not for the cancellation

of the Guaranties, but for their assignment to the Hunt Group which its Ke Kailani

Partners LLC now has placed on those Guaranties a price tag of $21,600,000 by way of

a claimed deficiency judgment (pages 50-52);

5. Mr. Ed Case did all of this according to his own sworn testimony, supposedly

assuming that Ke Kailani Development LLC and Mr. Fuchs would not close on

November 30, 2010, based solely upon the alleged, disputed content of a single
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conversation that the principal of the Hunt Group purports to have had with Mr. Fuchs,

yet Mr. Ed Case never sent Ke Kailani Development LLC or Mr. Fuchs a notice of

anticipatory repudiation giving them the opportunity to acknowledge that they would

perform as required by the law of anticipatory breach (pages 53-54);

6. Mr. Case further acknowledges that he had planned back-to-back Honolulu

escrows for the buyout and purchase transactions, but was unable to explain how a

back-to-back escrow was acceptable for those transactions and not a back-to-back

escrow for the $1,500,000 payment (plus some closing costs) between the purchase

escrow and an irrevocable New York escrow proposed by Mr. Fuchs intending to wire

money to Honolulu that would have beaten any cashier's check clearance by at least

one day even though payment by cashier's check was deemed acceptable in the written

agreement between Mr. Fuchs and the Hunt Group (page 57);

7. Mr. Case never told Ke Kailani Development LLC or Mr. Fuchs through

counsel of the agreements that were signed at least eight days before the scheduled

November 30, 2010 closing date by BOH and the Hunt Group; only thereafter did they

learn much later through Ke Kailani Partner LLC's new counsel that the Hunt Group had

closed anyway without them, and only many months later still did they thereafter learn

through Ke Kailani Partner LLC's new counsel that those interfering documents had

been signed at least eight days before the scheduled November 30, 2010 closing date

in violation of their contract rights (pages 58-60);

8. Mr. Ed Case, who ironically had earlier represented Ke Kailani Development

LLC and Mr. Fuchs, interpreted a so-called "conflict waiver" he drafted to allow his law

firm to do anything whatever his firm wanted to do for the Hunt Group which Texas
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company his law firm had introduced to Mr. Fuchs to ironically help him, against the

interests of his former clients, Ke Kailani Development LLC and Mr. Fuchs, in favor of

the Hunt Group, although Mr. Ed Case admitting that it nowhere says that in the so

called "conflict waiver" document he prepared (page 63);

9. Mr. Ed Case further admitted that the acquisition agreement between Mr.

Fuchs and the Hunt Group which Mr. Ed Case also drafted was inextricably linked to the

buyout agreement between the Hunt Group and BOH which they also were required by

BOH and by the Hunt Group to sign, because one could not close without the other as

each was contractually conditioned on the closing of the other (pages 67-69);

10. BOH required an indemnification agreement so it would not be sued for

closing with the Hunt Group in violation of the promises expressly made in writing to Ke

Kailani Development LLC and to Mr. Fuchs by BOH and for assigning the Guaranties to

the Hunt Group in violation of its promises to Mr. Fuchs, again contrary to its written

agreement to release the Guaranties upon closing (page 75);

11. Mr. Ed Case admitted that had he and the Hunt Group to the contrary

accepted Mr. Fuchs' offer of a back-to-back irrevocable New York-to-Honolulu escrow

for payment of the $1,500,000, which was allowed by contract, the transactions

scheduled for November 30, 2010 would have closed and there would not be a potential

$21,600,000 deficiency judgment now hanging over Mr. Fuchs' head, thus making that

the key material fact causing this entire dispute and supporting a deficiency judgment,

solely the fault however of Mr. Ed Case and the Hunt Group whose fraudulent bidding

he did, as if the maxim one shall not profit by their own wrong is supposed to have no

relevancy anymore in Hawaii Court (pages 80 and 82);
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12. the Hunt Group had completely its due diligence and was contractually

required to close on November 30, 2010, but for the contrary at first concealed

agreements it signed with BOH which unlawfully cancelled the prior agreements

between the parties behind Mr. Fuchs' back (pages 87-88 and 90).

III. Reasons Why Judge Ayabe Should Now Recuse Himself Or Be Disqualified

Judge Ayabe at the first disqualification hearing, as a prelude to this new motion

and as an acknowledged friend and political campaign supporter of Mr. Ed Case, the

main fraudulent actor herein, and friend with others in his law firm, refused to disqualify

himself from the two cases, while failing to disclose his ownership of 600 shares of Bank

of Hawaii stock as an additional disqualifying factor.

Hopefully, the revelations in Mr. Ed Case's deposition transcript alone will sua

sponte change Judge Ayabe's mind and convince him to recuse himself, and make

consideration of this new disqualification motion moot as it should now be.

Surely Judge Ayabe should not be deciding and should not want to be deciding

potentially $21,600,000 motions for or against his friends while having to pass judgment

on their credibility.

Otherwise, Judge Ayabe must be formally disqualified for each and all of the

following reasons which, taken together, constitute an undeniable pattern of a gross

objective appearance of impropriety.

A. Ownership of Bank of Hawaii Stock Itself Should Disqualify Judge Ayabe

For nearly one hundred years Hawaii appellate case law has held that any stock

ownership in a party required recusal or disqualification, Thomson v. McGonagle, 33

Haw. 565 (1935) (full opinion set forth in Exhibit ilL" yellow-highlighted) ("it is settled that
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a stockholder of a corporation has a 'pecuniary interest' in an action in which the

corporation is interested in its individual capacity . . . and it follows that Mr. Justice

Peters is disqualified to sit in this cause").

This is by no means an outdated concept, for as the Supreme Court of the United

States held in Lilieberg v. Health Services Acquisition Corp., 486 U.S. 847, 863, 865

(1988) (full opinion set forth in Exhibit "M" yellow-highlighted), where a jurist holds an

financial interest in a party before him "we must continually bear in mind that 'to perform

its high function in the best way "justice must satisfy the appearance of justice".' In re

Murchison, 349 U.S. 133, 136,75 S.Ct. 623, 625,99 L.Ed. 942 (1955) (citation omitted).

* * * * to promote confidence in the judiciary by avoiding even the appearance of

impropriety whenever possible."

Nor can a judge merely divest himself or herself of such stock ownership or sever

parties from the case and continue to preside in an action, Shell Oil Co. v. United

States, 672 F.3d 1283, 1291 (Fed. Cir. 2012) (full opinion set forth in Exhibit "N" yellow

highlighted) ("because the judge's wife owns shares in the parent company of Texaco

and Union Oil ... requires recusal" and "the judge's decision to sua sponte sever

Texaco and Union Oil did not satisfy the statutory requirement of disqualifying himself

from the entire proceeding").

It should be no excuse to suggest that the standards of judicial ethics are

different in Hawaii than in the federal system, especially since due process rights to an

impartial tribunal are implicated.

How, for instance, is the undersigned or any attorney in this State supposed to

explain to a client in a potential $21,600,000 deficiency judgment case that where the
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presiding judge's family owns 600 shares in an opposing lender, what would universally be

deemed an appearance of impropriety ab initio and grounds for automatic disqualification of

a judge at the start of an action in Hawaii Federal District Court at 300 Ala Moana Boulevard

is on identical facts not to be considered an appearance of impropriety nor grounds for

automatic disqualification of a judge in the First Circuit Court less than a mere 100 feet

across the street from each other?

B. No De Minimis Excuse Defeats Disqualification Due To Stock Ownership

Even were Hawaii to be said to have a judicial ethics standard considerably

below that of federal courts, Judge Ayabe's family's Bank of Hawaii 600-share stock

ownership can hardly be considered de minimis considering that it reportedly has a

value of nearly $30,000, which is a significant percentage of a Hawaii Circuit Court

Judge's entire annual salary.

The courts of States, moreover, that have adopted the same Model Code of

Judicial Conduct as has Hawaii, with the same de minimis language, have nevertheless

held that the "appearance of impropriety" standard is much boarder and supersedes any

such de minimis inquiry where stock ownership is the reason for disqualification.

For instance, the Supreme Court of Arkansas rejected the de minimis excuse in

Huffman v. Arkansas Judicial Discipline and Disability Commission, 344 Ark. 274, 281

282, 42 S.W.3d 386, 344 (2001) (full opinion set forth in Exhibit "0" yellow-highlighted)

("While there is little doubt that the action taken by Judge Huffman was unlikely to

fundamentally affect the value of his and his wife's stock, which comprises but a

minuscule percentage of the total stock existing in Wal-Mart, this analysis on the de

minimis value of an economic interest mentioned in Canon 3E(1)(c) ["more than de
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minimis interest that could be substantially affected by the proceeding"] ignores the

more basic issue of appearance of impropriety").

Similarly, the Court of Appeals of Georgia whose Code of Judicial Conduct is also

identical to that in Hawaii ("judges shall disqualify themselves in any proceeding in which

their impartiality might reasonably be questioned, including but not limited to instances

where: ... the judge ... is known by the judge to have a more than de minimis interest that

could be substantially affected by the proceeding") rejected the de minimis excuse in White

v. Suntrust Bank, 245 Ga. App. 828, 538 S.E.2d 889 (2000) (full opinion set forth in Exhibit

"R" yellow-highlighted) ("a judge who holds stock in a corporation that is a party to a suit

should recuse herself from the case").

The appellate courts in other States with the identical Code of Judicial Conduct as in

Hawaii have come to that result precisely because Rule 2.11 (a)(3) mandates that a judge

not have "an economic interest" in "a party to the proceeding," and stock ownership in a

party is universally considered to be grounds within that prohibition for automatic

disqualification in every jurisdiction in the United States, triggering the application of the Rule

1.2 prohibition against the "appearance of impropriety" notwithstanding arguments about de

minimis-ism!

And the effect, moreover, upon the Bank of Hawaii of an adverse ruling in Civil No.

09-1-2523-10 as well as in Civil No. 11-1-1577-07 when originally brought, according to

banking expert William Sarsfield (Exhibit "E" supra) similarly would not have been

insubstantial.
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Judge Ayabe was unfortunately misled by the Judicial Conduct Commission through

no fault of his own, which itself needs to have its procedures and knowledge base

substantially reexamined.

c. Judge Ayabe Is Disqualified For Not Having Disclosed His Stock Ownership

Judge Ayabe knew of his family's stock ownership, but failed to disclose it, which is

an independent ground for disqualification.

As the Supreme Court of New Hampshire held in Blaisdell v. City of Rochester, 135

N.H. 598, 593-594, 609 A.2d 388 (1992) (full opinion set forth in Exhibit "P" yellow

highlighted), "it is the judge's responsibility to disclose, sua sponte, all information of any

potential conflict between himself and the parties or their attorneys when his impartiality

might reasonably be questioned.... Neither the client nor his attorney have any obligation

to investigate the judge's impartiality; * * * * we hold that a judge's failure to disclose to the

parties the basis for his or her disqualification under Canon 3C ["appearance of impropriety"]

will result in a disqualification of the judge."

D. Judge Ayabe Applied the Wrong Standard For Appearances of Impropriety

At the May 17, 2011 status conference, Judge Ayabe concluded that he was

confident that he could judge the cases fairly, but the test for the appearance of

impropriety is an objective, not a subjective one - what a reasonable person in Mr.

Fuchs' position would think:

1. Mr. Fuchs is a resident of the State of New York, who was already arguable

double-crossed by his own former Hawaii law firm which the evidence now shows stole

his contractual arrangement with the Bank of Hawaii out from under him for the Hunt

Group from Texas.
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2. Mr. Fuchs then learned that Judge Ayabe admitted that he went to law school

with members of that law firm (Defendant Bays Law Firm) who he considers his friends.

3. Mr. Fuchs meanwhile is suing those friends of Judge Ayabe for upwards of

$21,600,000 for fraud and for indemnification, and who are material witnesses in the

cases before Judge Ayabe.

4. Mr. Fuchs faces a potential $21,600,000 deficiency judgment based on

personal guaranties that were supposed to have been released, but for the wrongful

acts of Mr. Ed Case, Judge Ayabe's law school classmate and admitted friend who

Judge Ayabe has also admitted supporting in his political campaign.

5. Mr. Fuchs now suddenly learns that Judge Ayabe's family all the time while

presiding over the Bank of Hawaii's foreclosure action against him had an undisclosed

600-share stock ownership interest in the Bank of Hawaii despite the fact that he is the

First Circuit Court Foreclosure Judge presiding over foreclosure cases, including no

only his, but others brought often by the Bank of Hawaii.

What would any reasonable person objectively feel about the appearance of

propriety given all of this?

"An objective observer" in such circumstances surely "reasonably could have

questioned the judge's impartiality," which is the governing ethical test and not what

Judge Ayabe mistakenly may have thought, which is the objective standard in every

jurisdiction in the United States, Joyner v. Commissioner of Corrections, 55 Conn. App.

602, 609, 618-619, 740 A.2d 424 (1999) (full opinion set forth in Exhibit "Q" yellow

highlighted) ("the appearance and the existence of impartiality are both essential

elements of a fair trial ... Canon 3(c)(1) of the Code of Judicial Conduct requires a
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judge to disqualify himself in any proceeding in which judicial impartiality might

reasonably be doubted").

See also, United States v. Champlin, 388 F.Supp.2d 1177, 1182 (D. Haw. 2005)

(full opinion set forth in Exhibit "T" yellow-highlighted) ("the test is 'whether a reasonable

person with knowledge of all the facts would conclude that the judge's impartiality might

reasonably be questioned.' United States v. Wilkerson, 208 F.3d 794, 797 (9th Cir.

2000) (citations omitted)").

See additionally, Office of Disciplinary Counsel v. Au, 107 Haw. 327, 338, 113

P.3d 203 (2005) (full opinion set forth in Exhibit "X" yellow-highlighted) ("the test for

appearance of impropriety is whether the conduct would create in reasonable minds a

perception that the judge's ability to carry out judicial responsibilities with integrity,

impartiality and competence is impaired." Therefore, "the test for disqualification due to

the appearance of impropriety is an objective one, based not on the beliefs of the

petitioner or the judge, but on the assessment of a reasonable impartial onlooker

apprised of all the facts" (citations omitted)).

E. Judge Ayabe Is Disqualified For Giving Legal Advice To Opposing Parties

Judges are prohibited from giving legal advice and tactical suggestions to parties

appearing before them, Blackpool Associates, Ltd. v. SM-106, Ltd., 839 SO.2d 837, 838

(Fla. 2003) (full opinion set forth in Exhibit "S" yellow-highlighted).

Yet that is what Judge Ayabe uncharacteristically did in Civil No. 11-1-1577-07

after denying Defendant Bays Law Firm's motion to dismiss ("the Court construes the

claims strictly by what is plead in the complaint and the exhibits thereto"), suggesting

instead to Bays by Minute Order, set forth in Exhibit "V" yellow-highlighted), that it
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should consider filing a different motion ("the denial of the instant motion does not

preclude movant from filing a later motion if determined to be appropriate"), when the

only "different motion" possible would be a motion for summary judgment, and that is

exactly what Bays then did, now taken under submission by Judge Ayabe.

Such tactical suggestions from a judge presiding in a case are deemed grounds

alone sufficient for disqualification, Cammarata v. Jones, 763 SO.2d 552, 553 (Fla.

2000) (full opinion set forth in Exhibit "W" yellow-highlighted) ("the judge in this case

erred in suggesting to the Respondent's counsel alternatives on how to proceed

strategically. 'Obviously the trial judge serves as a neutral arbiter in the proceedings and

must not enter the fray by giving "tips" to either side.' Thus, we conclude the trial judge's

suggestions to the Respondent's counsel caused the Petitioners to have a well

grounded fear that they would not receive a fair trial" (citations omitted)).

F. Judge Ayabe Is Disqualified For Accepting/Failing To Disclose Ex Parte Advice

Judge Ayabe has admitted relying upon the ethical advice of and clearance by

the Hawaii Commission on Judicial Conduct, explaining that he "had already reported

this matter to the Commission on Judicial Conduct" (Exhibit "C", page 4, lines 14-16),

yet has never disclosed that advice, nevertheless using it to decide the issue of his

recusal.

Allowing such ex parte communications from the Commission to form the basis

for Judge Ayabe's decision is a clear violation of Rule 2.9(a) of the Hawaii Revised

Code of Judicial Conduct, not being labeled confidential by the Hawaii Supreme Court

Rules authorizing such advice, further aggravating the ethical problems in this case, as

Rule 2.9(a) requires to the contrary that "a judge shall not initiate, permit, or consider ex
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parte communications, or consider other communications made to the judge outside the

presence of the parties or their lawyers, concerning a pending or impending matter" (no

listed exceptions applicable here as there was no disclosure of the content of the

communications from the Commission whatsoever by Judge Ayabe or the Commission

even though timely requested, Exhibit "G", page 3).

G. This New Request For Judge Ayabe's Disqualification Is Timely

Requests for recusal or disqualification must be timely made "as soon as the

disqualifying facts become known," In re Estate of Damon, 119 Haw. 500, 511, 199

P.3d 89 (2008), and that is what Mr. Fuchs immediately did, informally notifying the

Judge Ayabe through counsel by letter of the newly discovered grounds for his recusal

(Exhibit "A").

Such a request for recusal or disqualification, moreover, is considered timely

even where oral notice is first given with "an intention [later] to file an affidavit of

disqualification," State v. Mata, 71 Haw. 319, 323, 789 P.2d 1122 (1990) (full opinion set

forth in Exhibit "Z" yellow-highlighted), whereas here notice was first given in writing with

the intention otherwise to file a formal disqualification motion (Exhibit "C", page 5. lines

7-8) ("where there was a claim that oral notice that such would be filed had been given .

. . , the trial judge's rejection of the affidavit on the basis of timeliness was over

technical").

H. Judge Ayabe's Errors in Rulings Provide Additional Disqualification Grounds

The Hawaii Supreme Court has long held that "it is the generally recognized rule

... that errors in rulings by the trial judge in the course of a judicial proceeding cannot
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be made the basis upon which bias or prejudice is predicable," Peters v. Jamieson, 48

Haw. 247, 257 (1964).

However, in Peters, 49 Haw. at 264 (full opinion set forth in Exhibit "U" yellow

highlighted), the Hawaii Supreme Court however also held that "we adhere to the rule

that mere erroneous rulings by the trial judge do not spell bias or prejudice and cannot

be made the basis for disqualification. But when other factors such as appear on the

record of the instant case are collectively considered together with such rulings, we do

not hesitate to hold that they do form a basis upon which bias or prejudice can be

predicated."

The record in both Civil No. 09-1-2523-10 and Civil No. 11-1-1577-07, well

known to this Court, incorporated herein by this reference, is replete with rulings by

Judge Ayabe objected to by Ke Kailani Development LLC and Mr. Fuchs, rulings

erroneous on their face, consisting for instance, but not limited to, a dismissal with

prejudice without leave to amend completely contrary to Court Rules and a Hawaii

Supreme Court case squarely holding to the contrary, the refusal to consolidate both

actions although clearly related with identical common facts in dispute and dependent

upon the outcome in each other for a just determination in order to avoid conflicting

adjudications, the substitution of Plaintiffs by nonhearing motion directly contrary to

Court Rules requiring a hearing, and the refusal to permit needed discovery while

nevertheless dismissing claims with prejudice and without leave to amend.
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I. Disqualification Grounds, Admitted by Judge Ayabe, Must Be Accepted As True

Grounds for disqualification stated in affidavits must be accepted as true, the

challenged judge passing only upon their legal sufficiency, Whittemore v. Farrington, 41

Haw. 52, 57-58 (1955) (full opinion set forth in Exhibit "Y" yellow-highlighted).

Here, most such grounds here have already been admitted by Judge Ayabe as

true, supra, bringing into question only their legal sufficiency, fully discussed and

verified above.

J. Disqualification Requires Rule 60(b) Vacating of All of Judge Ayabe's Rulings

The remedy of disqualification is not limited to the removal of a judge from all

proceedings in a case, but also pursuant to Rule 60(b) of the Hawaii Rules of Civil

Procedure the setting aside of all of the judge's past entered orders and judgments,

leaving those matters without prejudice to the judge's replacement, Liljeberg v. Health

Services Acquisition Corp., 486 U.S. 847, 868 (1988) (full opinion set forth in Exhibit "M"

yellow-highlighted) ("there is a greater risk in upholding the judgment in favor of

Liljeberg than there is in allowing a new judge to take a fresh look at the issues").

See also, Shell Oil Co. v. United States, 672 F.3d 1283, 1293 (Fed. Cir. 2012)

(full opinion set forth in Exhibit "N" yellow-highlighted) ("we vacate Judge Smith's final

judgment in favor of Shell Oil and Arco, as well as the summary judgment orders on

which it was premised").

See additionally, Blaisdell v. City of Rochester, 135 N.H. 598, 594, 609 A.2d 388

(1992) (full opinion set forth in Exhibit lip" yellow-highlighted) ("it would be inconsistent

with the goals of our code to require certain standards of behavior for the judiciary in the
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interest of avoiding the appearance of impropriety, but then to allow a judge's ruling to

stand when those standards have been violated. * * * * [W]e vacate all existing orders").

IV. Conclusion

The grounds for disqualification of Judge Ayabe in both Civil No. 09-1-0253-10

and Civil No. 11-1-1577-07 are many and permeate the record in each action. Failing to

recuse himself, he should be disqualified and all of his prior rulings, orders and

judgments in both cases set aside, and both cases assigned to another judge.

DATED: Honolulu, Hawaii; June 12,2012.

GA~~:----
FREDERICK J. ARENSMEYER
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
Ke Kailani Development LLC
and Michael J. Fuchs
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE FIRST CIRCUIT

STATE OF HAWAII

KE KAILANI DEVELOPMENT LLC, a
Hawaii limited liability company; and
MICHAEL J. FUCHS,

KE KAILANI PARTNERS LLC, a Hawaii
limited liability company, HAWAII
RENAISSANCE BUILDERS LLC, a
Delaware limited liability company
registered in Hawaii; BAYS DEAVER
LUNG ROSE & HOLMA, a Hawaii law
partnership, GEORGE VAN BUREN,
solely in his capacity as Foreclosure
Commissioner; JOHN DOES 1-50; JANE
DOES 1-50; DOE PARTNERSHIPS 1-50;
DOE CORPORATIONS 1-50; DOE
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANIES 1-50;
DOE ENTITIES 1-50; AND DOE
GOVERNMENTAL UNITS 1-50,

Plaintiffs,

Defendants.

vs.

) CIVIL NO. 11-1-1577-07 BIA
)
) DECLARATION OF MICHAEL J. FUCHS
) DISQUALIFYING THE HONORABLE
) BERT I. AYABE
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

~
)
)

--------------)

DECLARATION OF MICHAEL J. FUCHS
DISQUALIFYING THE HONORABLE BERT I. AYABE

I, MICHAEL J. FUCHS, HEREBY DECLARE:

1. I am the sole Member of Ke Kailani Development LLC ("KKD"), and I make the

within statements of my own personal firsthand knowledge, having instructed my

counsel to file this Declaration of Disqualification and the Motion for Disqualification in

this action.

2. Pursuant to this Declaration, I hereby request the disqualification of the

Honorable Bert I. Ayabe in both Civil No. 09-1-2523-10 and in Civil No. 11-1-1577-07 in

this Court, for the appearance of impropriety, based upon the facts and circumstances



and the reasons and the authorities set forth in the accompanying Memorandum in

Support of Motion, its contents incorporated herein by this reference.

3. I invested nearly $100,000,000 in the Ke Kailani Development Project in Kona

and have lost more than $30,000,000 in its development and sale thus far, and I am

now potentially facing a deficiency judgment of nearly $21,600,000 in Civil No. 09-1

2523-10.

4. In an effort to be released from any further loses, KKD and I entered into a

series of related transactions procured and documented by my prior attorneys, the Bays

Law Firm, wherein Hawaii Renaissance Builders, LLC ("HRB"), now a Defendant in Civil

No. 11-1-157-07, also represented by the Bays Law Firm, was to buyout our local

lenders, eventually for $17,500,000 (a buyout price which I had to negotiate through an

intermediary after HRB failed in its efforts to do so), and KKD and I were to receive a

release of any further financial obligations, and the foreclosure action in which KKD and

I are the Defendants, Civil No. 09-1-2523-10, was to be dismissed with prejudice.

5. Instead, KKD and I were tricked by my former attorneys, the Bays Law Firm,

which misrepresented to our lenders that we were unwilling and unable to close the

transaction, resulting in the Bay Law Firm lead by Mr. Ed Case manipulating the

transactions so that HRB closed on schedule with our lenders, but without us, taking

title by assignment to KKD's loans and my Guaranties, and then hijacking the

foreclosure action through its corporate twin, Ke Kailani Partners, LLC ("KKP"), credit

bidding a mere $10,000,000 to purchase our property at a foreclosure action, and now

is attempting to secure an approximately $21,600,000 deficiency judgment against KKD

and me.

6. As a result, in addition to suing HRB and KKD in Civil No. 11-1-1577-07 for

wrongful foreclosure. breach of contract, business compulsion, tortious interference,

repudiation of contract, fraud and deceit, specific performance, reformation, rescission,
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punitive damages, discharge of guaranties, and injunctive and declaratory relief, KKD

and I are also suing the Bays Law Firm for breach of contract, tortious interference,

fraud and deceit, legal malpractice, punitive damages, and indemnification/contribution.

7. Most importantly, in addition to all of our other damage claims, KKD and I are

suing the Bays Law Firm for it and its partners to be personally responsible for any

deficiency judgment that may in the first instance be awarded against KKD and me, with

KKP presently wrongfully requesting nearly a $21,600,000 deficiency judgment as a

result of its rigged auction, credit bidding a full $7,500,000 below what it paid to buy the

loans jus recently in the first place and what it had agreed was the fair market value of

the property.

8. Attached to these disqualification papers in Exhibit "J" is a true and correct

copy of the First Amended Complaint in Civil No. 11-1-1577-07 which sets forth in detail

all of the operative background, liability and damage facts pertaining to how KKD and I

were defrauded by HRB, KKP, and the Bays Law Firm, its contents fully incorporated by

this reference as if fully set forth herein and hereby personally factually verified by me.

9. The ethical and fraudulent wrongdoing by the Bays Law Firm is fully set forth

in the First Amended Complaint in Civil No. 11-1-1577-07, specifically in its Paragraphs

93-98, 129-130, 175-179, 192-201, 203-222, 252, and 254-256, specifically

incorporated by this reference as if fully set forth herein.

10. I was personally disappointed to learn that Gail Otsuka Ayabe, the Wife of

the Honorable Bert I. Ayabe, has for some time been affiliated with the Mauna Lani

Resort Development as its attorney with the Goodsill Law Firm, since one or more of

the Mauna Lani Associations are named Defendants in Civil No. 09-1-2523-10 and

have been opposing KKD and me in virtually every motion in that foreclosure case,

believing that at the very least that family affiliation should have been disclosed to us
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and the option of recusal at the start of the foreclosure case should have been made

known to KKD and me.

11. But it is the present appearance of impropriety of the Honorable Bert I.

Ayabe that concerns KKD and me, given that our First Amended Complaint, made

necessary by recent revelations we learned through discovery, caused us to name the

Bays Law Firm as a principal Defendant, as explained in our new pleading.

12. Specifically, the two partners in that law firm that ethically wronged and

defrauded KKD and me are Mr. Ed Case and Ms. Crystal Rose, both of whom Judge

Ayabe has admitted are friends of his, contemporaries as law students at the Hastings

Law School.

13. Now Members of the Internet media have brought to my counsel's attention

that Judge Ayabe has all this time, without disclosing it to us, owned 600 shares of

stock in the Bank of Hawaii, the original Plaintiff in Civil No. 09-1-2523-10 and an

original Defendant in Civil No. 11-1-1577-07, in each case adverse to me and to my

financial interests.

14. Were the Honorable Bert I. Ayabe to continue to preside in either or both

cases, Civil No. 09-1-2523-10 and/or Civil No. 11-1-1577-07, he would have to make

decisions that not only would potentially financially inflict a large deficiency judgment by

indemnification/contribution on his friends in the Bays Law Firm, but would be tasked

with making credibility assessments concerning his friends and representatives of the

Bank of Hawaii in whom his family owns stock - thus creating an unavoidable personal

conflict of interest and enormous appearance of impropriety.

15. That being the situation, anathema to me or to anyone else I submit similarly

situated or to any objective onlooker, I requested in good faith my counsel by letter

informally seek his recusal (Exhibit "A"), in response to which Judge Ayabe

disappointingly refused (Exhibit "C").
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16. With KKD and I threatened with a nearly $21,600,000 preposterously unfair

deficiency judgment, all important past and pending and unresolved matters should

have been and should be respectively decided in this Court by a neutral and impartial

judge, one by definition and in fact free of personal conflicts and free of any

appearance of impropriety, guaranteed to KKD as a citizen of the State of Hawaii and to

me as a citizen of the State of New York, pursuant to Section 607-1 (b) of the Hawaii

Revised Statutes, pursuant to Rules 1.2 and 2.11 of the Hawaii Revised Code of

Judicial Conduct, and pursuant to the Due Process Clause contained in Section 5 of

Article I of the Hawaii State Constitution and in the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments to

the United States Constitution.

I declare under penalty of law that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed

this 8th day of June 2012.
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE FIRST CIRCUIT

STATE OF HAWAII

KE KAILANI DEVELOPMENT LLC, a
Hawaii limited liability company; and
MICHAEL J. FUCHS,

KE KAILANI PARTNERS LLC, a Hawaii
limited liability company, HAWAII
RENAISSANCE BUILDERS LLC, a
Delaware limited liability company
registered in Hawaii; BAYS DEAVER
LUNG ROSE & HOLMA, a Hawaii law
partnership, GEORGE VAN BUREN,
solely in his capacity as Foreclosure
Commissioner; JOHN DOES 1-50; JANE
DOES 1-50; DOE PARTNERSHIPS 1-50;
DOE CORPORATIONS 1-50; DOE
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANIES 1-50;
DOE ENTITIES 1-50; AND DOE
GOVERNMENTAL UNITS 1-50,

Plaintiffs,

Defendants.

vs.

) CIVIL NO. 11-1-1577-07 BIA
)
) DECLARATION OF GARY VICTOR
) DUBIN
)

~
)
)
)
)
)

~
)
)
)

~
)
)
)
)

--------------)

DECLARATION OF GARY VICTOR DUBIN

I, GARY VICTOR DUBIN, HEREBY DECLARE:

1. I am licensed to practice law in the Courts of this State, my law firm represents

Plaintiffs Ke Kailani Development LLC and Michael J. Fuchs in this action, and I make

the within statements based upon personal firsthand knowledge.

2. I am the author of the accompanying Memorandum in Support of Motion, and I

certify that this Motion To Disqualify the Honorable Bert I. Ayabe is made in good faith

and not for purposes of delay, and that I have researched the facts presented therein

and believe that they are true and correct to the best of my good faith belief.



3. Attached thereto are true and correct copies of documents in my files in this

case as described therein, together with statutory and court rules and judicial opinions I

personally downloaded from WestlawNext, as described therein.

4. In the thirty years that I have practiced law in Hawaii, I have appeared continually

in foreclosure litigation before more than a dozen foreclosure judges, and I can report that

Judge Ayabe is the most knowledgeable and intelligent foreclosure judge that I have

appeared before on all Islands.

5. At the same time, his rulings in the Fuchs' cases have in my studied professional

opinion been out of character and unfair, and I have informed him of that, and earlier when I

discovered that he gave a campaign contribution to a Defendant in the cases, he

nevertheless refused to recuse himself, which I thought was extremely unwise.

6. What is at stake in such disqualification matters affects much more than the

parties to a specific case, but is potentially harmful to our entire legal system and the way

that the work of every one of us in the Hawaii legal system is perceived by the general

public and our decisions accepted, both in this State and nationally.

7. Speaking as an attorney, attorneys have an obligation to explain judicial decisions

affecting our clients to each of them, whether favorable to them or otherwise, and to

convince them that the decision was arrived at in a fair manner, and given stock ownership

by a presiding judge in a foreclosing local bank is hardly the type of information that would

enable any lay person being foreclosed on to believe that they received fair treatment.

8. I have not come to this conclusion in anything but a studied manner, sampling not

only other clients of mine, but other members of the Hawaii Bar as well - who unanimously
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have expressed the view that a judge in such a situation, not should, but must recuse

himself to maintain the integrity of our judicial system.

I declare under penalty of law that the foregoing factual statements are true and

correct. Executed this 12th day of June 2012, at Honolulu, Hawaii.

.kED=-GARYVf TOR DUBIN c.
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